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Long-term planning is redundant. It’s time to come back from the 

future and focus on right here and now.



This has a monumental impact on how we treat digital customer 

experiences. It’s impossible to know what customers will need 

when you cannot predict how the market will shift.



One thing we can be sure of is we cannot sit still.



Customer demands change by the day. Innovations and trends 

emerge just as fast. There is no value in planning beyond the year 

ahead because nothing will look the same then as it does now.



Success lies in testing, learning and iterating continuously.

DX in 2024

Pandemics. Remote work. 

Generative AI. ChatGPT. If the 

last few years have shown us 

anything, it’s that we cannot 

predict what’s going to 

happen next. 
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Executive summary

As we entered 2023, all eyes were on exciting new tech developments that 

promised to catapult personalized user experiences. Then, overnight, these 

technologies took a backseat. AI became accessible to all, and tools like 

ChatGPT became household names. 



However, the rapid introduction of AI to a mainstream market also posed 

significant security and governance risks. Suddenly, everyone had access to 

tools that would make their lives and jobs easier. All they had to do was part 

with their data.



In 2024, while other tech shifts will happen, there’s no doubt that AI will continue 

to be the trend. What we will see though, is organizations moving away from just 

‘playing’ with these tools, towards more practical implementations.

This whitepaper dives into 

four major tech trends 

we’ve identified for the 

year ahead. Each stems from 

ONE key THEME: THE DEATH OF 


THE FUTURE.
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Trend 1
The future is dead

While digital experience professionals must, of course, 

still have goals. It’s time to realize that how things 

happen needs to change. Lengthy roadmaps have 

become a waste of precious time.



If you haven’t already, now is the time to start thinking 

less about digital transformation projects, and more 

about your digital experiences as a product. Managing 

a product that you own needs constant iteration to 

meet customer expectations. That’s the only way you’ll 

avoid placing the wrong long-term bet and being 


left behind.

Trend 2
Stop playing, start piloting 
with intent

In recent years, visionaries have poured investment 

into user experience to drive mass adoption of their 

products. The accessibility of such emerging tech, like 

AI, has enabled everyday people to interact with tech 

like they never have before.



What’s notable for enterprises is that employees can 

now easily find, download and start “playing” with 

new tools – in many cases, without their employer’s 

knowledge. We explore how this is going to evolve in 

the year ahead, how experimentation will continue 

alongside implementation and dig into the value of 

Large Language Models (LLMs), one tool that could be 

put to great use in complex, service-led organizations.04
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Trend 3
It’s time to tame  
the “Frankenstack” 

The proliferation of more-accessible-than-ever tech in 

the market means that many organizations have been 

left with a vast “Frankenstack” of tools. The number of 

software programs and platforms running under one 

roof has become unsustainable. It also poses security 

risks due to less control over where data is being used 

and stored.



We discuss the steps organizations can take to optimize 

their tech stack without compromising brilliant 


customer experiences.

Trend 4
Welcome to the era of 
professional independence

We’ve moved into a new paradigm in which all digital 

experience professionals - including developers, marketers 

and content editors - can DIY. Rejoice! We can finally take 

more ownership thanks to the evolution of tech that allows 

us to conduct our roles with less input from others.



Design? Got it. Campaigns? No problem. Programming? 

Can do. Creating content? Easy. We take a closer look 

and share how best to manage this new trend in the 


year ahead.
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“In 2023, we saw some brands excel at personalization beyond the usual suspects: 

Amazon, Netflix, and Airbnb,"  



- Tom Kirkby, President - North America at Squiz 

What we saw in 2023
IT BEGAN WITH

NEXT-LEVEL PERSONALIZATION

Before ChatGPT exploded onto the scene, the digital experiences of 2023 looked set to be all about 

personalization. Customers were able to interact with companies more intimately than ever before.



“In 2023, we saw some brands excel at personalization beyond the usual suspects: Amazon, Netflix, and 

Airbnb," says Tom Kirkby, President - North America at Squiz. Retailers such as Sephora and Nordstrom 

are two examples of retailers that nailed customer service with personalized experiences. 



But it wasn’t just retailers who put swathes of customer data to good use. Utility companies began to 

take advantage of new technology to deliver personalized account updates and encourage self-

service. At the same time, local government agencies recognized the power of custom geolocation 

alerts. Sending updates and warnings directly to citizens’ mobile phones to increase engagement and 

ensure public safety.



Looking back, how did personalization become so sophisticated? User-centered research began 

informing UX design more than ever before.



Chris Crammond, Managing Partner at Deepend says, “Quantitative insights from various analytics 

platforms became more accessible. Qualitative insights via interviews became more valued. The data 

points that enterprises had at their fingertips to lift measurable engagement rose to an all-time high. 

As a result, more investment poured into user experience research and design.”



While hardware became smaller and systems became smarter, ‘voice’ also became synonymous with 

search. Today, 90% of consumers believe it is faster and more convenient than text. Gathering 

information on the go, hands-free, has started becoming the norm.

061
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 Ris News, 2019: https://risnews.com/top-10-retailers-do-personalization-best


 Forbes, 2023: https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbescommunicationscouncil/2023/07/06/what-the-impact-of-global-voice-

recognition-means-for-todays-brands/?sh=52d55a2c20c2
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THEN CHATGPT 
DROPPED THE MIC

As the year progressed, the spotlight shifted towards the democratization of AI, 

exemplified by platforms like ChatGPT.



Although AI had been incubating for a long time, it wasn’t until 2023 that we all 

“started taking AI seriously”, says Sam Altman – one of the founders of research 

lab OpenAI – in his Time Magazine 2023 CEO of the Year interview3. 



People have since sat up in bewilderment and begun to realize AI’s potential 

to transform everything. The dramatic rise of such low code/no code solutions 

enabled everyday users who were not certified coders, designers, or writers, 

to start using tech in a new way, hugely benefiting their work.



Due to open access to  (large language models), such as ChatGPT, 

suddenly anyone with internet access could start to explore and integrate AI 

applications into their tech ecosystem. This shift has fueled widespread 

acceptance and growth of AI faster than anyone would have expected.



“AI’s transformative capabilities have sparked widespread anticipation of 

a radical overhaul. It promises increased efficiency and innovation across 

various industries,” says Julie Brettle, Chief Product Officer at Squiz. 



“From chatbots that are actually helpful to predictive forecasting, real-time 

language translation, workflow efficiencies and content summarization, AI is 

completely revolutionizing processes, decision-making, and user interaction.”

LLMs
WHAT ARE LLMs?

A large language model (LLM) is a 

specialized type of artificial 

intelligence (AI) that has been 

trained on vast amounts of text 

to understand existing content 

and generate original content.



– GARTNER
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Security became 
more complex

What is Shadow IT? 

Shadow IT refers to IT devices, software 

and services outside the ownership or 

control of IT organizations.



– GARTNER

In 2023, the accessibility of technology like AI played a pivotal role in 

accelerating its evolution beyond initial expectations. But are we ready for it?



While it encourages efficiency, it also raises several concerns: ethical 

considerations, job displacement, biased algorithms. These are just a few 

matters that reflect a dynamic and rapidly evolving digital environment.



One potentially catastrophic challenge has kept CIOs and CTOs awake at 

night: cybersecurity. With fast-growing adoption of emerging low-code/no-

code AI, the integrity of digital ecosystems continues to be a challenge.



IBM cites that the global average cost of a data breach in 2023 was USD 4.45 

million4 (a 15% increase over three years) and Distributed Denial-of-Service 

(DDoS) attacks surged by 65% in 2023 Q3 (targets included Israeli newspaper 

and media websites, as well as financial institutions and government websites).



Greg Sherwood, Squiz CTO says, “There has always been  in 

organizations where staff can enter their credit card to access SaaS services, 

without going through official IT governance. But today, what this means is 

that we have a data protection problem. Compared to traditional models of 

risk, there is no longer an attacker coming in – the problem lies in the fact that 

company IP is being so easily and willingly shared.



He continues, “Another challenge is that we’re now asking individuals to judge 

the security of a tool that is helping them every day when that’s not what they 

really care about. Enterprises become stuck in a trap with security teams 

wanting to put policies in place that are too hard to police.”

shadow IT

4 IBM, 2023: https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach
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Security became 
more complex

What is Zero Trust 

architecture?

Simply put: traditional IT network 

security trusts anyone and anything 

inside the network. A Zero Trust 

architecture trusts no one and nothing.



– Cloudflare

From the adoption of Zero Trust architecture to the prioritization of 

cloud security and resilience against ransomware attacks, organizations 

are scrambling to implement comprehensive strategies that safeguard 

digital assets and customer data.



Thankfully, while legislation is slow to move, there has been some 

progress from world leaders. In December 2023, Europe became the first 

continent to develop a pact to regulate AI, with the EU AI Act becoming 

law in June 20245. The UK has chosen not to regulate so far, preferring a 

pro-innovation approach without complex guardrails.



In the US, President Biden announced the Executive Order on the Safe, 

Secure, and Trustworthy Development and Use of Artificial Intelligence, 

aimed at strengthening AI safety and security, protecting Americans’ 

privacy, and promoting innovation in government6. The order adopts a 

low-intervention approach to AI to promote industry growth.

5
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 Bloomberg, 2023: 4 IBM, 2023: https://www.ibm.com/reports/data-breach


 The White House, 2024: https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2024/01/29/fact-sheet-biden-harris-administration-announces-

key-ai-actions-following-president-bidens-landmark-executive-order/
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LOOKING 
AHEAD

TO 2024
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Trend 1

The future is dead

Say goodbye to the five-year plan 

and hello to a focus on right now.
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Trend 1

The future is dead

What we need to know
The future is dead! Ok, hear us out.



Start by thinking about the online interactions you may have had with 

service-led organizations five years ago. Imagine you had to register a 

pet with your local council; perhaps you needed to find some 

information for a course you were studying; or maybe you needed to 

update some personal details with your utility provider. While a lot of 

this would have been completed online, the chances are the experience 

would have been somewhat different to that of today.



Every organization has had to adapt to major market changes in the 

last few years. COVID heightened the expectations people had of what 

they could do online. At the same time, technology innovation 

accelerated rapidly to help online experiences become a viable 

substitute for offline interactions.



If organizations had tried to plan for today’s digital landscape five years 

ago (or, let’s face it, even one year ago), they simply couldn’t have.



Accenture reported a 183% increase in the rate of change in the last four 

years. They expect that to accelerate further7. AI is just the most recent 

example of a shift that is driving this. There will be others and we won’t 

have to wait long to see them.



It has become impossible to plan for a long-term or even medium-term 

future. In short, your plan will be out of date before you've finished 

writing it.


“Predicting the future appears 

increasingly difficult, so long-

term planning is overwhelming. 

The only solution is to set 

goals of directional intent and 

restrict actual planning to 

short-term time horizons,"



– John-Paul Syriatowicz, Co-

Founder and Chairman at Squiz

12
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7 Accenture, 2024: https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/2024/businesses-anticipate-unprecedented-rate-of-change-in-2024-new-accenture-pulse-of-change-index-shows

https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/2024/businesses-anticipate-unprecedented-rate-of-change-in-2024-new-accenture-pulse-of-change-index-shows


"Remember when business 

strategy development was a 

linear process? When a five-

year plan could serve a 

company well? No longer. 

Today, the when is now. 

Hard choices have to be 

made in days not months."

Accenture

8 Accenture, 2023: https://www.accenture.com/au-en/insights/strategy/strategy-pace-technology 13
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What we need to do
Start right now
Traditionally, digital experiences take way too long to build. This can be for many reasons, 

including a fear of change, legacy tech that’s difficult to unpack, talent shortages to plan 

and execute accordingly, and tech and data silos that hinder impactful outcomes. 



To be successful in providing brilliant digital experiences today, we need to think less in 

terms of projects that get us to a certain point in time and more about ongoing optimization 

for continuous improvement. It is possible to set goals, but how you get there is no longer a 

linear journey.



It’s time to break down and tackle these challenges incrementally so small wins can be 

made each day. This is the only way to operate moving forward.



Trends 2-4 covered in this report, will highlight how the market is shifting to accommodate 

this move away from long-term planning.

Trend 2
Stop playing, start piloting with 

intent. Now’s the time to embrace 

shorter, pilot programs that test 

tech and processes. In the year 

ahead we’ll learn to pinpoint the 

tech we need right now and 

simultaneously experiment and 

implement new tools.

Trend 3
It's time to tame the 

“Frankenstack”. There’s no time to 

audit and replace your entire tech 

stack in one go. We need to be 

able to swap tools in and out, as 

and when we need them. Look at 

the tech you have, rationalize 

what you need right now and 

accept what you will need to 

continue to work with while you 

find an alternative.

Trend 4
Welcome to the era of 

professional independence. 

Moving quickly requires self-

sufficiency. Employers must 

enable their people to test, 

learn and adapt without the 

need for input from others. 2024 

will be the year great customer 

experiences are defined by this 

level of independence. 

14
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Trend 1

The future is dead
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Trend 1

The future is dead 15

What to look out for
Are you still dealing with gamblers and liars?
None of us knows what the future holds. Be wary of vendors who say they have the tech stack you need now, and promise that 

they’ll deliver on your aspirations for the future. The unicorn doesn’t yet exist!



It isn’t wise to work with partners who promise you they can do everything you need… forever.  

Instead, look out for those who offer you the flexibility to tap into the latest innovations (wherever they come from) to build, learn 

and adapt quickly to changing demands. Then, ensure that they can still support the practical need to make that dynamic and 

diverse tech stack secure, governed and scalable.



Importantly, it is about embracing change on your terms, not a vendor’s. Don’t tie your future to someone else’s. The only thing 

you should lock your organization into is flexibility and control. Ensure you have the ability to adopt best-of-need tools at the time 

of the need, and the freedom to adapt those tools as quickly as demands shift, all without sacrificing the governance and security 

you need to protect your customers and your reputation.



Trend 2

Stop playing, 

start piloting with intent

Say goodbye to novelty and hello to reality. 

“Waiting for the perfect time” makes way for 

“testing with intent, right now”.
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What we need to know

9 & 10 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2023-08-16-gartner-places-generative-ai-on-the-peak-of-inflated-expectations-on-the-2023-hype-cycle-for-emerging-technologies
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2023 was all about “playing” with new technology. As we enter 2024, 

we’re realising that AI will continue to grow. We’ll no doubt also see 

something else emerging as the year goes on. But while we continue to 

test, we also need to start implementing. We can’t wait until we’re 

collectively “ready” because something else will change as we do. 


Working out how best to do this is the challenge. The doom and gloom 

predictions of AI are a long way off. It’s time to get on the bandwagon 

and ride the wave of AI’s emergence. But it’s not going to be easy.



“AI has remarkable capabilities, but robust implementation is not 

simple,” explains Tom Kirkby, President – North America at Squiz. 

“Predictions have included the replacement of search engines and the 

redundancy of content authors. And digital marketing could become 

little more than a chatbot conversation. Sure, these things could 

happen. But we’ve still got a long way to go.”



If we take a look at generative AI specifically, it is currently at its “peak 

of inflated expectations”, as per Gartner’s hype cycle for emerging 

technologies8. What’s impossible to ignore is the fact that the “trough 

of disillusionment” comes before the “plateau of productivity”. Yes, AI 

will deeply impact business and society9, but so much is uncertain.



Unpacking how to best deploy AI at scale without completely 

overhauling existing systems has become a key concern for 

enterprises. Use cases across almost every industry are evident, 

but their complexity presents challenges.

Source: Gartner Hype Cycle of Emerging Technologies




Trend 2

Stop playing, 

Start piloting with intent
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For example:

In higher education11 AI needs to 

be factored in across multiple 

facets: recruitment, retention, 

teaching, learning, assessment, 

and research. The sector also 

needs a digital ecosystem robust 

enough to improve administrative 

services and delivery to students 

while optimizing for cybersecurity, 

cloud platforms and data analytics.

In government12 CIOs and CTOs 

must find ways to embed AI 

without compromising on their 

mission and eroding citizen trust. 

Overcoming a painful aversion to 

change and the slow decision-

making processes typical of the 

sector are also 


major roadblocks.

In finance leaders13 continually 

scramble to stay on top of risks 

that persist from pandemic-

induced remote working (and the 

tactical changes that become 

necessary as a result). Focus 

areas include AI engineering, 

cybersecurity mesh and privacy-

enhancing computation.

To measure how successful the deployment of AI is within an organization, we also 

need to take a step back and reinvent metrics that help us understand its worth.

“We’re now looking at specific use cases of quantifiable uplift that include improved operational 

efficiency and reduction of churn. Only once these small gains have been made, can we look 

further to fundamentally reshape and drive substantial advantage through sophisticated AI use.” 



– Chris Crammond, Managing Partner at Deepend.


“People will become far more results-oriented when it comes to implementing AI in 2024,” 



– Chris Crammond, Managing Partner at Deepend.

18
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 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/top-technology-trends/top-technology-trends-highered


 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/information-technology/insights/top-technology-trends/top-technology-trends-gov


 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/finance/trends/finance-technology
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What we need to do
Get specific about the AI tools you need 
right now
The rapid rise of generative AI tools has put a tonne of digital experience capabilities at our 

fingertips. But we mustn’t forget that “generative AI” is an umbrella term. It refers to multiple tools 

and use cases – we must drill down and get specific when thinking about what is best for our needs.



To be successful in implementing any AI solutions, we need to first understand what they are and 

what they do. One particular facet of AI that is likely to have a huge impact is the development of 

Large-Language-Models (LLMs). There is an untapped opportunity in what they can do to enhance 

customer experience within complex service-led organizations.





Some examples of how LLMs might be used, include:

Replacing chatbots with a tool that 

offers greater context and 

personalization. Traditional 

chatbots often create a stilted 

experience and require a lot of 

work on behalf of the organization 

to maintain. The difference with 

LLMs is that you now don’t have to 

anticipate questions and hope that 

they can be fulfilled with the same 

generic answer for all.

Offering intelligent call center 

support systems. These tools could 

be used to look up information on 

callers, using the specific needs of 

an individual rather than keywords.

Automatically creating interactive 

guides that use natural language 

understanding to help customers 

find products or services best 

suited to their needs. Examples 

include assistance looking at 

government services - “what am I 

eligible for?” or “what prerequisites 

do I need?”

19
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Stop playing, 

Start piloting with intent
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What to look out for
Getting started: Utilize what you 

already have
Whether it’s an LLM or other AI tool that works best for you, getting started will likely 

be the biggest hurdle. 



Don’t introduce something that will generate new data or require new content on 

your site. Find a new way to leverage what you already have. 



There are multiple entry points and AI capabilities you could consider.





Some examples include: 

Vector search. Match queries to 

content with similar meanings. 

Generate better search results that 

factor in misspellings, synonyms, 

and alternate phrasing.

Search summarization. Combine 

clusters of results at the top of your 

page. Avoid long lists of search 

results and create clear navigation 

for users.

Reducing manual tasks by 

implementing AI automated 

workflow into your organization.

squiz.net Squiz Copyright 2024

Trend 2

Stop playing, 

Start piloting with intent



Before jumping into anything, there are four key areas to consider. These will help to 

ensure you not only benefit from AI but also avoid becoming the victim of an AI downfall:

Heard the one about the swearing chatbot? As funny as it might seem to read headlines about AI 

gone wrong, it’s a real risk for anyone implementing the tech without the right checks in place. 



A parcel delivery company found itself in hot water with its recently updated AI chatbot. The tool 

diligently followed instructions from a disgruntled customer and, as a result, swore and criticized 

the company’s service. Not quite the image they were hoping to create! 



Due to the vast range of data used by LLMs, it can be difficult to filter out unfavorable responses 

and language. 



While the company had rules in place to avoid their chatbot going rogue, the update to the tool 

had somehow circumvented those rules. 



It’s a perfect lesson in the care and attention needed to introduce new tech – especially if it’s 

going to interact directly with your customers.


ROI: Are you focusing 

experimentation efforts 

on the right areas and 

tools to generate the 

fastest ROI?

Ongoing management: 

Will chosen AI tools 

work well with existing 

tools and data sources?


Relevance: How do you 

protect or manage 

against false information 

or "hallucinations" via AI 

tools used?

Risk: Are there guardrails 

on employee use of AI? 

Is there a risk of 

exposing confidential 

data or IP externally?

Heard the one about the swearing chatbot? As funny as it might seem to read headlines 

about AI gone wrong, it’s a real risk for anyone implementing the tech without the 

right checks in place.

21
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Don’t become the next AI 
downfall headline

Trend 2

Stop playing, 

Start piloting with intent



Trend 3

It's time to tame 

the “Frankenstack”

Say goodbye to messy infrastructure and hello 

to a higher-performing tech stack.
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Two-thirds of CFOs believe the surge in digital transformation, CX and martech 

spending has not met company expectations.



Tech stacks are growing but their utilization is falling, according to Gartner data – 

martech systems have slumped from a 58 per cent utilization rate in 2020 to 42 per cent 

last year.



– Mi3

Trend 3

It's time to tame 

the “Frankenstack”

What we need to know

At the height of experimenting with lots of different 

technologies, CIOs, CMOs and CTOs are getting 

pressure from CFOs to answer questions on ROI. 

Dreaded “Frankenstacks” are emerging and everyone is 

starting to wonder: are we reaping all the benefits that 

our digital ecosystems have to offer?



Depending on their size, organizations often use many 

different tools for multiple functions – each with varying 

degrees of success, and some with epic price tags.



“Modern digital stacks involve many products from 

many vendors. That's great when each tool is pulling its 

weight and well-integrated, but expensive, complicated 

and risky when they're not" says John-Paul Syriatowicz, 

Co-Founder and Chairman at Squiz. 



“I believe 2024 is all about using new techniques to 

identify the tools that aren't working optimally and then 

finding ways to get rid of them or use them better. 

Simplifying and optimizing your digital landscape 

promises a high return on investment.”


The challenge, in today’s landscape, is that leaders 

won’t have the time and resources to audit and 

refresh their entire tech stack fast enough. 



Greg Sherwood, Chief Technology Officer at Squiz 

says, “Many organizations are worrying that their 

attempts to consolidate tech have failed. It's not 

working. It's costing too much money. It's actually 

more difficult than they thought. I think there’s an 

opportunity to look at things differently. It's okay to 

have these tools in place if they're working. The thing 

you're missing is not so much the single source of 

truth for one massive system, it's the ability for 

individual tools to work together.” 



Knowing what tech to keep, dump or live with, 

requires oversight. You need to be able to see 

everything in one place. To understand how each tool 

performs with the rest of your stack and achieve the 

outcomes you’re looking for. 


2314 Mi3, 2023: https://www.mi-3.com.au/12-06-2023/Dude-wheres-my-ROI-Finance-sets-blowtorch-on-martech-dumpstacks-incoming
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Trend 3

It's time to tame 

the “Frankenstack”
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What we need to do
Reassess, Realize, Rationalize… Repeat
Tech consolidation needs to become a continual cycle. It’s not a one-off, rip-and-replace project, it’s an incremental effort.



To keep moving, you need a platform that underpins your entire tech stack, regardless of vendor. With this tech-agnostic 

platform, you should be able to

 Manage access and permission controls

 Detect errors and the originating source so fixes are rapi

 Monitor activity log

 Audit performance to pinpoint optimization opportunitie

 Allow non-technical users to work across products



Having this level of visibility and management over your composed tech stack enables you to maximize your return on 

investment. Armed with this insight, you should be able to continuously assess and iterate your tech stack as needed to 

avoid creeping functional bloat or cost inefficiencies.
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It's time to tame 

the “Frankenstack”
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REASSESS

Reassess the tech you don’t like and accept that you are 

better off sticking with some of it in the short term. Identify 

those you will need to live with but ask, “How can you 

minimize the drag they place on other digital initiatives?”

REALIZE

Planning for the ‘future’ is dead. You need to work towards 

impacting immediate timeframes. Use pilot projects. Test 

and learn to make incremental improvements and 

generate more value from the tech you already have.

RATIONALIZE

Use your shorter pilot projects to learn what works and 

rationalize your tech investments. Use data to consolidate 

your tools and justify the removal of tech that isn’t working 

for you. Stop the tech stack bloat. 

REPEAT

It’s time to reassess again. How is your tech stack looking 

now? What gaps need to be filled and what is still/now 

creating bloat? What tech will you need to just live with, in 

the short term? 



Trend 3

It's time to tame 

the “Frankenstack”

What to look out for
Not all platforms are created equal
Be smart about the platform you choose.



The rise in digital experience platforms (DXPs) has come about to deal with expanded 

governance and orchestration of complex, multi-channel digital experiences.



There are many vendors to choose from, and choosing a composable DXP is critical to 

making this work.



Composability offers the ability to adapt to change, without the trade-offs. You get all the 

benefits of an all-in-one vendor, without compromising on the freedom to build your own 

stack of choice.



An “all in one” platform offers governance across the tools within their suite. However, 

they offer little visibility, control or security of any third-party apps you integrate with.  


Building your own ecosystem with different tools requires integrations. Being able to 

make systems and tools talk to each other, is not the same as having them work like one 

solution. This often results in a disjointed customer experience. 



And, if an integration fails, your entire experience crumbles while you try to pinpoint the 

source of the problem. Governing a single experience across the stack is nigh impossible. 


True composability should offer the best of both worlds, with none of the downsides. 

Choose best-of-need tools you want, from any vendor. Make them work as one solution, 

govern them as one brand, protect your customers from every angle.
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Trend 4

Welcome to the era of 
professional independence

Say goodbye to cross-functional dependency and 

hello to self-sufficiency.
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Trend 4

Welcome to the era of 
professional independence

What we need to know

Once you have a clear idea of the tech you need now, 

and the iterative steps you will take to change it, 

people can become more self-sufficient with the tools 

you introduce.



We are shifting into a new normal where employees 

can establish some professional independence at work. 

The democratization of AI has enabled workers to take 

more ownership of their work without needing outside 

support from other teams. The key is finding tools that 

marry ease-of-use with decent functionality.



Greg Sherwood, Chief Technology Officer at Squiz 

says, “The ability to reclaim control and self-sufficiency 

is allowing people to think wow, I can do this myself. I 

can get on with my job and I don't have to wait on 

someone else to do it for me.”



There are, for example, interesting cases of developers 

using AI not just for writing code, but for learning how 

to write code in a different programming language. 



Greg continues, “These AI-based tools will lower barriers 

to entry and level the playing field because all of the 

knowledge that's been in a senior developer’s head is 

all of a sudden available. This will be a game-changer 

for development teams. It means we can support junior 

developers in their upskilling and allow them to work on 

tasks typically carried out with more experienced 


team members.”

To date, a lack of time and energy has been cited as a key factor 

inhibiting digital progress. The democratization of AI now enables 

us to accelerate productivity by 31% while reducing headcount 

for businesses by 16%.



– Microsoft15

15 Microsoft, 2023: https://news.microsoft.com/en-au/features/ai-promises-to-unleash-creativity-and-productivity-by-lifting-the-weight-of-work/
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Trend 4

Welcome to the era of 
professional independence

This move from the knowledge worker to the assistive worker being able to make the most impact in a business isn’t limited to 

the ‘trades' of tech, like coders. The benefits can also be harnessed by marketers.



Due to pressing economic conditions, marketers are now being pushed to do more with less16. This is where generative AI provides 

valuable, practical solutions. 



For example: 


LLMs empower 


marketers to bypass 

copywriters if they want 

to produce newsletters 

or blog articles.

Design platforms 

empower marketers to 

bypass designers if they 

want to create assets 

such as prospectuses 

and social media posts.

A/B testing empowers 

marketers to bypass 

data analysts if they 

want to develop and test 

new campaigns.

Intuitive CMSs 

empower marketers to 

bypass HTML 

developers if they want 

to make updates to 

their company website.
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Trend 4

Welcome to the era of 
professional independence

What we need to do 
Invest in people as much as 
operations

The democratization of AI and “tech realization” mean nothing 

if you don’t have a workforce that knows how to use new tools. 

If enterprises want staff to employ new tech to its full 

capability, support needs to come from top-down17. 



While there are some great success stories of workers being 

able to move quicker than ever before, it can add risk to a 

project. As an example, software developers pushed to deliver 

in a fast-paced environment can get greater efficiency 

through generated code, but they need to be experienced 

enough to know if that code is secure, functional and covers 

all appropriate requirements. Without this knowledge, 

generative AI can become a faster way to failure.



As referenced in this report on generative AI by Accenture18: 



“Companies will need to radically rethink how work gets done. 

The focus must be on evolving operations and training people 

as much as on technology.



We can also expect a large number of new tasks for people to 

perform, such as ensuring the accurate and responsible use of 

generative AI systems. It’s why organizations that invest in 

training people to work alongside generative AI will have a 


significant advantage.”


What to look out for
The devil is in the details

CMSwire states that the use of ChatGPT in marketing will 

create issues with content authenticity19. Marketing 

professionals must not lose sight of ‘creativity as king’ – they 

must recognize that AI-curated responses are not to be 

copied and pasted without careful consideration of both the 

brand and customer. AI does not replace human ingenuity.



The era of professional independence also increases 

cybersecurity risk. Companies are now sending lots of code to 

third-party tools, but may not really know who the vendors 

are. Are they trustworthy? How do you know? What's their 

data retention policy? What are the T&Cs of the contract you 

have with them? 



One small step towards tackling cybersecurity risk is 

encouraging innovation rather than hindering it. Leaders can 

do this by giving staff a safe sandpit to play in (because, let’s 

face it, people are going to use AI anyway).



In line with advice from Gartner20: “We recommend you create 

a company policy around rather than block ChatGPT. Your 

knowledge workers are likely already using it, and an outright 

ban may lead to “shadow” ChatGPT usage, while only 

providing the organization with a false sense of compliance. 



A sensible approach is to monitor usage and encourage 

innovation, but ensure that the technology is only used to 

augment internal work and with properly qualified data, 

rather than in an unfiltered way with customers and partners.”

30
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17

18

19

20

 Icreon, 2023: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/what-your-marketing-budget-2024-should-look-like-icreon-0i9jc/


 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/gartner-top-10-strategic-technology-trends-for-2024


 Accenture, 2023: https://www.accenture.com/au-en/insights/technology/generative-ai


 CMSwire, 2023: https://www.cmswire.com/digital-marketing/the-2024-ai-roadmap-for-marketers/


 Gartner, 2023: https://www.gartner.com/en/articles/your-7-biggest-chatgpt-questions-answered 
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Finding your 
perfect DX 
partner 
This report highlights the inevitability of a new world characterized by accelerating 

change. Harnessing the power of any new tech to rapidly meet shifting customer 

demands will be your superpower. 



This means being able to adapt your marketing and digital experience strategy as 

the need arises, by capitalizing on tools and trends that can help you serve 

customers better.

“The most significant source of 

change and disruption –

technology – is also the key to 

this structural change.



We believe the companies that will succeed in 

the next decade are those that embrace a 

strategy of continuously reinventing every 

part of their business using technology, data 

and AI, and ensuring their people are at the 

center of their transformations.” 



– accenture
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Take the leap… with confidence

With more than 25 years’ experience supporting organizations globally, we have seen the biggest blockers that arise when it 

comes to trying to adopt new tech and trends.



Our advice is to take a measured, governed approach that prioritizes agility.
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Finding your 
perfect DX 
partner 

Legacy software or all-in-one vendors that prevent you from 

adopting third-party innovations without disjointed 

workflows. 

Adopt a modern, composable digital experience platform 

designed to incorporate any tool from any vendor and work 

like one solution. 

BLOCKER ACTION

Existing tech that makes introducing new tools too hard 

without having to rip and replace systems completely.


Maximize existing investments with complementary new 

tech, without having to re-platform until you are ready. 


The challenge of making big tech investments without a 

predictable ROI to report on. 


Pilot small initiatives fast, at a low cost. Leverage insights to 

inform your business case for a full tech review. 


Repeat continuously.

Security risks introduced by third-party tools without built-in 

threat protection.


Mitigate risk with centrally managed governance and built-in 

security across your entire tech stack, regardless of vendor. 


An over-reliance on developers to maintain martech, and 

manage simple updates. 


Adopt low and no-code tools for marketing and content 


editor teams to work independently, yet collaboratively, 


with developers. 

Being successful in all of this, requires 
the support of the right DX partner. 
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Finding your 
perfect DX 
partner 

Squiz digital experiences: fast, 
flexible and without fear 

Squiz offers a Digital Experience Platform that enables customers to build, manage 

and orchestrate complex, digital experiences across websites, apps, portals and 

other digital channels.   

To thrive in this new world, Squiz ensures customers can:

COME AS YOU ARE



Use and connect what works from your existing stack. 

Pay only for the tech you use.

BUILD BRILLIANT EXPERIENCES, FAST



Design, integrate, and build with no-code/low-code 

tools. No developers required.

EMBRACE CHANGE WITH 

CONFIDENCE



Respond to market changes and adopt innovations. 

Test and adapt your strategy incrementally from one 

platform with built-in security and governance.
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GET IN TOUCH 
Book a call with our experts or send us an inquiry.

Squiz is a global Digital Experience Platform (DXP) company serving organizations globally in the 
government, higher education, financial services, insurance services, utilities and other service-driven 
sectors. Designed for complex organizations, Squiz helps lean teams build digital experiences fast. 
With our composable, Gartner-ranked DXP there is no vendor lock-in, you unify existing tech and 
embrace change with confidence.

Magic Quadrant for

Digital Experience 

Platforms 2024


https://www.squiz.net/book-a-call
https://www.squiz.net/contact

